
Description of XML File Transfer Errors

After submitting your electronic file transfer, your submission may come back
with errors. A response file will be provided that outlines all the errors in the XML
file. With some venders, their software allows you to import the XML file to
generate a cleaner looking error log. Otherwise, the XML file can be loaded
within Internet Explorer.  Below is a list of common XML errors, what the problem
is, and a solution on how to solve the problem.

To quickly find a specific error, do a search through the document (CTRL+F) and
type in the error number.

Error: 2 – 401 and final 500

If you receive a 2 - 401 errors and a final 500 error, the user id does not exist (the
user has not been setup).

Error: 404

If you receive a 404 error, the user id exists but has not been granted the
Electronic File Transfer security role (ie Does not have access), Contact your
security admin personnel.

22814 - ORA-22814: attribute or element value is larger than specified in
type.

Problem - The XML transaction does not pass XML schema validation.  One of
the "Type" or "Code" attributes does not conform to the XML specification.

Solution - Validate the XML document against the schema to the identify the
problem element (use of third party XML schema validation tools can be helpful),
correct the element, change the SL_MsgId to a unique value and re-submit the
document. In most cases, the Country / Citizenship and Language codes could
be using the 'old' numerical values instead of the new character values.  Users
should consult their vendor documentation and follow instructions on correcting
tables or setting up conversion tables.

56627 - Enrolment Type not match with previous enrolment outcome.

Problem - The problem here is that for the student, the enrolment reason
(EntryType Code) for this school year isn’t valid compared to the student’s
enrolment in the last school year. This comes up usually when a school is looking
at a student’s enrolment from a school-by-school case and not from a school
year by school year case (ex// they will have an entry type of “Transferred from
another SK school even though the student was in their school last year and
therefore should use an entry type of “Continuation of Enrolment at the same
school”)



Solution - Look at where the student was in the last school year and not the last
school they attended. If they came from another school, the school would use
one of the “Transferred from…” types. If the student is returning to the same
school they were at in the last school year, they should use “Continuation of
Enrolment at the same school”

53699 - Duplicate individual found.

Problem - Most likely, you are using a Learning ID or a HSN for a student that
actually belongs to another student otherwise it could be that Student Records
has two copies of the same student.

Solution - Double check the HSN you have for the student with the family. If it's
correct, contact Student Records. Provide them with the HSN (if one is
submitted) to see if it is attached to a different student. Student Records can also
perform a search to see if we have two records for the same student. In this
case, Student Records will merge the two records together.

53902 - Invalid Legal Entity Relationship Inactive Date.

Problem - School is trying to withdraw a student from their school with an end
date that is either before the start date or after the end date (student has already
been withdrawn earlier).

Solution - School should check to see what date they are using to withdraw the
student. It could be that the student isn’t actually enrolled in that school on the
date they are trying to submit. To see when the student is enrolled in your school,
go to the Student Enrolment screen. From here, there will be an Enrolment
History button. Click this button to load the Enrolment History screen. On this
screen, you can see when the student was enrolled in your school and when the
student was withdrawn (if the student has already been withdrawn).  If the start
date is incorrect and the enrolment is still active, you can click the edit button to
change the school start date. If there is a problem with the end date where one
exists but shouldn't (student has been withdrawn from the school when they
never left), contact Student Records to re-activate the enrolment by removing the
end date.

60110 - SL_SourceId not found or inactive

Problem - This message indicates that the SL_SourceId (School Number) has
not been found in the database.  An invalid school number has been sent. Or, the
individual does not have appropriate access to the School (Organization).

Solution - Correct the school number. Or, have authorized personnel review the
Security Authorization form and the user account on the Security Administration
section of the web application to verify that the user has access to the school
(organization).



60141 - Inconclusive student match, student too similar to existing student
based on Name, BirthDate, and HSN.

Problem - Very similar to the error above except the error can occur in other
areas like the Birth Date and HSN.

Solution - Just like error 60244, check over the name carefully. If you have more
information that you can submit, such as a middle name or HSN, add the
information and try sending the data again. This error can also come up from
differences in the birth date, gender, and/or HSN you are trying to submit
compared to what is in the database. If there is an error in your data, make the
necessary changes. If the error is in the SDS database, contact Student Records
to make the necessary change. Note that for any drastic changes to a name, a
legal document will have to be faxed in order to make the change.

60223 - invalid state pr code

Problem - The province code of Sk (lower case k) or the Country code of Ca is
being rejected.

Solution - Code fields like Province and Country must match with exact case, ie.
both characters entered as Upper Case.  Correct the code and resubmit.

60244 - Student DeptAssignedPersonId does not match the legal name on
record, Note: Legal Name changes are not supported via XML.

Problem - This problem occurs when the school is trying to submit a student with
a name different than what we have. This could be the First Name, Middle
Name(s), Last Name or a combination of these. This problem also occurred
because some school software packages included the First and Middle name in
the given name field.

Solution - Go in through Update Demographics to view the student's Personal
Information. Here you will get a break down of what the database has for the
student's First Name, Middle Name, and Last Name. Compare what is shown to
what you have in your records. If there is an error in your data, make the
necessary changes. If the error is in the SDS database, contact Student Records
to make the necessary change. Note that for any drastic changes to a name, a
legal document will have to be faxed in, in order to make the change.

60291 - Existing student enrollment on file, the student has been enrolled
as non-base.

Problem - An existing base school enrollment exists for the student at a different
school.  A student can only have one base school.



Solution - If the school you are enrolling the student in will be the student's base
school, use the "Student Enrolment/Enrolment History" section of the website to
identity the base school that the student is enrolled in. Contact the school to have
the enrolment withdrawn.  Note that this may also be a case of the student
having taken a class through the correspondence school. The student should not
be withdrawn from the correspondence school while taking a course by
correspondence, but instead the school should contact Student Records in order
to change the correspondence school to a non-base school.


